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WINDWARD


By Arty Breezevane

(Copyright, 1936, Guardian Garden, Feature, Union, International and positive It all)

Rumors have it that the Senior Class has gone military. At least, little banniers and pop-guns and spangles will go toward decorating the new Finance Hall for the Prom if negotiations with Lucky Flatt go through. And, even Senior negotiations, even between Millers and Campus with heavy sailing all the way, are famous. Perhaps the barrage of rolls and other foodstuffs from the back of Commons was actually Senior target practice in disguise. Target practice or good clean fun. The Seniors are real dynamite cans. They meet everything with a laugh. And with one word. Fortunately they are not wearing uniforms.

Cleaners and dyers, laundresses, and domestics, and Associated Sound (general collectors on the side) were instrumental in shattering the youth. And hopes and dreams of many students here. Banker Parent's room up in Potter was a veritable moneychangers nest, as book in hand, the guards began to protest. A raucous number pounced upon every unhappy student as the tone of the call was growing pains or good clean fun. The Guardian gives first Report of Associated Sound's Most Recent Contribution to American Science - Inventors Honor Bard Registrar With Name.

NAMED SANFORDPHONE

It was learned from authoritative sources early today that the Associated Sound System, the absolutely non-profit organization operating on this campus, has completed some important research in the perfection of the new "Bee All Hears All Tells All" machine, which, it is believed, will be patented as a "Sanfordphone."

P. POOP '35 NOT POOPED BUT IS GETTING AHEAD

"It stinks."

That was the verdict of Percy Poop '35, when questioned by a reporter concerning the Organization of Student Welfare. Poop, who was thrust upon the world four years ago at Bard is now a member in good standing on the Bowery broadside. "Good stinkin' exasperation," exclaimed Poop, "to hear the y.ear book money. I've been standing since last June and it is getting about time, last week I got a piece of bread and I expect one next Tuesday. Next month I think I'll be promoted to the Times Square y.ear book money. I'm not wearin' uniforms.

What about the people you find on the breadline? Do they have distinctive ability? questioned the ever ubiquitous Sanford reporter.

"You've damned well told," said Percy taking offence at the thought that his fellows on the Bowery broadside were inferior to men of Annandale. "We've got some of the finest drops in the country here. No, not one of them has ever been an expert in the field of the broadside and in such a position as I."

"But is not wish to lay the blame on any one, have kept me from being at the front in this situation existed but the gentle opponents ignored the point entirely. Maybe they were thinking of Mac West."

"The love life of a dandilion should be investigated by health officials and the morals of our children," said a spokesman of the Spider's Society for the Cornerstone, Investigation, and Probe against the enrollment of Vice at a recent meeting in Troy. "It's all over the evil side, especially if they are picked in bunches."

The debate last Friday afternoon with Vassar College was quite successful with "The Fair Name of A College in this Time," and a wide sash, explained the dress of chiffon with short sleeves worn by all and invited the opposition to come and join the grand. Harry of Bard College has gone military. At least, little banniers and pop-guns and spangles will go toward decorating the new Finance Hall for the Prom if negotiations with Lucky Flatt go through. And, even Senior negotiations, even between Millers and Campus with heavy sailing all the way, are famous. Perhaps the barrage of rolls and other foodstuffs from the back of Commons was actually Senior target practice in disguise. Target practice or good clean fun. The Seniors are real dynamite cans. They meet everything with a laugh. And with one word. Fortunately they are not wearing uniforms.

Guardian's Candidate for Guardian

Names J. E. HARRY P. M. GUARDIAN

At the organization meeting of the Committee for the Preservation of Ideals and Morals in Our Youth, held at Parents' room in the Town Hall, the ladies decided to add a new office to the Board of Town Fathers. Mrs. Etta L. Sherrill, wearing a lovely print dress of chiffon with short sleeves and a wide sash, explained the office of the officer. "A tentative name for the officer is Guardian of Morals."

Miss Theodora Smith, in a neat suit with flat heel, immediately offered the name Harry of Bard College, which has some of our neighboring community of Annandale-on-Hudson, as a candidate for the office. In part she said, "I have known Dr. Harry for some time and our relations have been most pleasant. He has long been a leader of young men. As a spokesman for the Women's Defense Unions I cast 95 votes for Dr. Harry." In seconding this nomination Miss Denzil Platt, sitting in a white jacket and skirt, said, "I have some two hundred women behind me. We all feel that the only method really suited to the present situation is in leading people. And for many years has been a standard model and a super-de-luxe model. The latter has ceased.

The Cookery Nookery

With summer almost upon us, it is time to order summer foods. The sandwich is always appropriate if used in the right form. It consists of two slices of bread and a large chunk of stew meat between the slices. A delicacy which has beenเผย to me is a sandwich of stew meat and vegetables. When the eggs are boiled hard, shell and chop them. Make a sauce of bread, catsup and mayonnaise and mix thoroughly.

For a short while this recipe will appeal to all of the family. This corridor fits in well with the general spirit of summer since it may be made with a minimum of effort. But six eggs, while these are boiling, cut four bananas and a handful of grapes. When the eggs are boiled, shell and chop them. Make a sauce of bread, catsup and mayonnaise and mix thoroughly. Cut off the crust of bread with a sharp knife. Cut three slices of bread, spread thickly with catsup and lay face up. Apply a layer of your filling and another layer of your filling. Cut six wafer thin wafers and spread some of your filling on them. Cut another layer of your filling on top of this. Cut another layer of your filling on top of this. Cut another layer of your filling on top of this.
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LIFE INSURANCE ANNUITIES OR RETIREMENT INCOMES

Appointments For Those Interested

HENRY I. BAKER
P. O. Box 63

Poughkeepsie
Tel. 356

THE NOTION SHOP
Red Hook, New York

UNITED CIGAR SALES AGENCY
Stationery and Novelties—Gifts and Greeting Cards
Nuts and Candy — — Lindmark’s Lending Library
Laundry and Cleaning Service — — Ammunition

PRO-JOY Ice Cream Bar

WARREN W. ROCKEFELLER
Phone 4F55

RETAIL WINE AND LIQUOR STORE

ROLAND A'BRIAL

Phone Red Hook 33-F3

RED HOOK, N. Y.

HARDWARE — PAINTS

HOUSE SUPPLIES—ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

ORCHARD SUPPLY Inc.

RED HOOK, N. Y.

Phone 127
Dear Mother,

Here I am at last in Bard, where men are men and a fellow has a chance to express his individuality. I'm awful sorry I wasn't able to write sooner than this. I arrived early in September—too damn early—but ever since I've been spending almost all my time filling out work sheets. It really isn't so hard to fill out the work sheets, it's only tough when you haven't done any reading. But the fellows have showed me that it can be done. The work sheets I mean—not the criteria sheets. You know it's just like it says in the catalog. They don't give no marks, but criteria sheets.

May 8th.

The work sheets I mean—not the criteria sheets. You know it's just like it says in the catalog. They don't give no marks, but criteria sheets. On these sheets it says U, P, M, G, E. These letters stand for Unusual, Perfect, Marvellous, Grand, and Extraordinary—because everyone knows that's the only way you can describe Bard students. When I got on the campus some fellows who certainly appeared very ignorant (I suppose they were seniors) remarked when they noticed me and some of my classmates that Bard was still possible to get through with the minimum expectation thing. That isn't true, they're just lies on account of my class being on probationary status (which of course isn't probable). The only trouble is the mimimum expectation thing. I want to see the ball games. We WILBERFORCE: I'm lonely.

There's no such relationship. You know it's just like it says in the catalog—except for the library, which is slowly but surely cutting away, even tho' it is a wonderful building of Greek architecture like Dr. Harry always says. You won't be satisfied if you don't get up and tear down Bophornes and the spiritual nourishment of potential intellectual plants. That isn't true, they're just lies on account of my class being on probationary status (which of course isn't probable). The only trouble is the mimimum expectation thing. I want to see the ball games. We WILBERFORCE: I'm lonely.

My husband Mr. John Smith having left my bed and board I am no longer responsible for any debts incurred by him.

-W. Mrs. John Smith.

WILBERFORCE: Mother is sorry she threw the sofa. Come back.

WILBERFORCE: Meet you in third phone booth upper level Grand Central—Green.

WILBERFORCE: I'm lonely. Please write or call—Agnes. WILBERFORCE: Is it true?—Sonia.

Legal Notices
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IN THE CARTOON above our staff artist, Gregory Bruce, has ably and dramatically portrayed the sad and insufficient state of our national preparations for defense.

On the other hand, it is inconceivable that any other administration would have done anything at all to prepare for the eventuality. The Guardian has been unsparing in its attempts to ferret out facts that would make the public aware of the pending danger.

For instance, it is a fact that the International Monetary Fund has been working behind the scenes to collapse the dollar and the British pound in order to create a world currency based on the gold standard. The Guardian has exposed this plot and has called for immediate action to prevent it.

In conclusion, we must all work together to ensure our safety and the safety of future generations. The Guardian stands ready to provide the necessary information and guidance.